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(u) The Growing Inflation
A. disturbing feature of the table is the growth
in the rate of inflation in Britain after 1967 Be
tween 1968 and 1969 retail prices rose by 5 5 per
cent between 19S9 and 1970 by 6 5 per cent and
between January 1970 and January 1971 by 8 5
per cent The increase in average weekly earn
ings rose also
Why has there been this acceleration in the rate
of inflation? In 1968 and 1969 it resulted partly
from the increase in imnort prices consequent upon
the devaluation of the pound in November 1967
(see G30) partly from tie increasa in indirect
taxes introduced after devaluation in order to free
resources for exports (see G41) and partly from
the spurt in money wages when the Governments
incomes policy weakened (see 639) But In 1970
the blame could be placed squarely on the wage
explosion Normally money wages rise more
rapidly the greater the piessure of demand in the
labour market But with unemployment high in
1970 pressure of demand for labour could not be
the explanation Either the wage explosion
appeared to reflect a gene-al increase in nuhtancv
by trade unionists angered by the near stagnation
of real earnings and real disposable incomes after
1967 and possibly influenced by events hi other
countries (see below) Once begunit was maintained
by the growth of expectations toat prices would
continue to rise rapidly
In 1970 there was a sharp increase in real earn
ings (by 5 per cent) implying a decline in the share
of profits This share (gross trading profits as a
proportion of domestic income) is normally low
during a recession but the share in 1970 dropped
to 10 per cent compared with 14 per cent in the
recession of 1962 The implication was that the
wage increases of 1970 would have a delayed effect
on prices in 1671 and this might set off further
wage demands There was a grave danger that a
vicious spiral of inflation would b° maintained or
even accelerated in 1971
(ml International Inflation
The acceleration of inflation in Britain coincided
with similar trends in other countries including
the United States Japan W Germany Prance
and Italy as the table shows
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23
53
39
2o
86
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54
62
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27
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65
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40
47
68
* Annual average
** Thud quarter to third Quarter
Was this the result of a series of coincidences
did the inflations have a common cause or were
they contagious ? Both Prance and Italy Lad
major strikes and subsequent wage explosions
Britain 8 Inflation too was cost-push not
demand pull in character (see G4) Japan and
W Germany experienced strong demand pres
sures and to the United States the price increases
could be explained as a lagged reaction to the
demand pressures of 1966-1969 Nevertheless It
is likely that inflation was to some extent trans
mitted from one country to another—particularly
from the United States and particularly to small
trading countries—through its effects on the prices
of imports and exports and possibly through "
efleeta on workers expectations
(iv) Effects of Inflation,
British Governments have been concerned about
inflation mainly because of its effects on British
competitiveness and hence on the balance of pay
meats. If our costs rise relative to competitors
costs British exporters find it more difficult to
compete in foreign markets if they raise their
 prices and if they keep prices down in order to
compete this implies their having to accept lower
profit margins on exports than on sales in the
home market ind so discourages exporting
But inflation can have other harmful conse
quences It often produces a redistribution of
income with the strong gaining from the weak
i, e the poorly organised workeis and the pen
sioners In inflationary conditions income gams
can appear to result not eo much from woik or
sacrifice as from ingenuity and the exercise of
economic and political power Inflation can
breed uncertainty and industrial unrest In 1070
the number of strikes was up by 60 per cent on the
annual average for 1960-1066 and the number of
working days lost was up by 260 per cent This
was both cause and effect of the inflation
Incomes Policy
Britain s competitive position in world trade
has deteriorated relative to that of her mam rivals
the United States West Germany and Biance
hence her balance of payments difficulties The
British share in total world exports of manu
factuies fell from 17 7 per cent to 119 per cent
between 1959 and 1967 There are essentially
two methods of remedying this situation We
must secure either a relative fall in the external
value of the pound or a relative rise hi its internal
value In other words either there must be a
devaluation of the pound in terms of other cur
rencies or we must have a policy to limit the
increase in the British price level Up to 1967
the Government concentrated on the latter alter
native and attempts were made to introduce
some form of incomes vohcu In 1967 the Govern
nient opted for devaluation but incomes policy
was still necessaryjf the devaluation was to be
successful
(i) The Pay Pause
In July 1961 tne Chancellor of the Exchequer
called for a pause in wages salaries and
dividend payments Exhortations for restraint
have been a familiar feature of ministerial state
ments for many years but on this occasion the
Government soon made it clear that it Intended to
use such power as it has to influence the amoun*-
and timing of wage and salary awards It has
power to decide when the pay awards recom
mended by the Wages Councils—which fix
minimum wages for 8 J million workers—shall be
implemented. The Governments power is
strongest over workers which it directly or m
directly employs eg civil servants teachers
and Post Office workers Their pay awards were
cut back The Government also had a limited
influence on awards made hi nationalised m
dustries
The pay pause came to an end in April 1962
It was envisaged as a temporary policy and its
effects are difficult to assess It certainly post
poned some wage awards which would otherwise
have been made in that period and it may have
contributed to a stiffening of resistance to wage
claims But because the pause affected some
groups of people more severely than others this
form of incomes pohcy was seen to be discrimina-
tory
(ii) The National Incomes Commission
In February 1962 the Government issued a
White Paper which outlined, its Incomes pohcy for
the period after the pause It stated that the
objective must be to Seep the rate of increase in
incomes within the long term rate of growth of
national production	In recent years national
production has risen by about 2 to 2i per cent a
year It Is accordingly necessary that the
increase of wages and salaries as of other incomes
should be kept within this figure during the next
phase The Government stressed that most of
the arguments which had in the past been ad
vanced la justification of wage and salary claims—
f ff increases in the cost of living trends in pro
ductlvity or profits in particular Industries and
comparisons with levels or trends in other employ
ments—should be given less weight and that
general economic considerations —le the
increases which the economy can afford given the

